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Abstract— We propose and analyze a new finger replacement
technique that is applicable for RAKE receivers when they
operate in the soft handover (SHO) region. In the SHO region,
the receiver uses by default the strongest paths from the serving
base station (BS) and only when the combined signal-to-noise
ratio falls below a certain pre-determined threshold, the receiver
uses more resolvable paths from the target BS to improve the
performance. Instead of changing the configuration for all fingers,
the receiver just compares the sum of the weakest paths from the
serving BS with that of other paths from the target BS and select
the better group. Applying some recent results on order statistics,
we attack the statistics of two partial sums of order statistics and
provide an analytical framework for the performance evaluation
of the proposed scheme. By investigating the tradeoff between
the error performance and the SHO overhead, we show through
numerical examples that the new scheme can save some SHO
overhead load.

I. INTRODUCTION

To mitigate the effect of multi-path fading, RAKE receivers
are used in conjunction with wideband code division multiple
access (WCDMA) systems. These receivers combine the re-
solvable paths in order to increase the overall signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and lower the probability of deep fades [1, Section
9.5.1]. In the handover (HO) region, the number of available
resolvable paths can be quite high since they come from the
serving base station (BS) and the target BS. As such, it is of
interest to develop diversity combining schemes that maintain
low complexity and low processing power consumption for
mobile units while using a minimal amount of additional
network resources.

Although many low-complexity diversity combining
schemes have been proposed and studied over the last
decade [2]–[12], they still result in a significant increase in
network overhead (known as a soft HO (SHO) overhead)
if they are used without any modification. Recently, the
authors proposed and analyzed the performance of a new
finger combining scheme that maintain a low complexity and
reduce the SHO overhead [13]. The main idea behind [13]
is that, in the SHO region whenever the received signal is
unsatisfactory, the receiver scans the additional resolvable
paths from the target BS and selects the strongest paths
among the total available paths from both the serving and the
target BS.
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In this paper we propose an alternative finger combining
scheme that is also applicable to the SHO region and which
further reduces the SHO overhead at the expense of a certain
degradation in performance (that we will accurately quantify
in the body of our paper). With this scheme, we assume that
the Lc out of total L resolvable paths from the serving BS
are by default assigned to the RAKE fingers of the mobile
unit in the SHO region following Lc/L-generalized selection
combining (GSC) type of combining. Only when the output
SNR falls below a predetermined fixed SNR threshold (known
also as a target SNR), the receiver asks for the additional
resources from the target BS. More specifically, the receiver
scans the additional La(≤ Lc) resolvable paths from the target
BS, compares the sum of the SNRs of La paths from the target
BS with the sum of the La weakest SNRs among L paths
from the serving BS, and selects the better group to form Lc

paths again. Unlike the scheme proposed in [13], the scheme
proposed and studied in this paper just compares two sums and
as such avoids reconfiguring all fingers in the SHO region.

The main contribution of this paper is to provide an
analytical framework deriving the statistics of the receiver
output SNR of our newly proposed scheme, including its
cumulative density function (CDF) and probability density
function (PDF). In our derivations, we specifically tackle the
joint PDF of two adjacent partial sums of order statistics.
These results are then used to analyze the performance in
terms of the average probability of error and to investigate the
tradeoff between complexity and performance by quantifying
the SHO overhead versus the target SNR. To simplify our
analysis and make it tractable, we assume that the receiver
operates over a “perfect” uniform propagation delay profile
provided by a multi-path searcher in a way that the multi-path
components are correctly assigned to the RAKE fingers.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the system and channel model under
consideration as well as the mode of operation of the proposed
scheme. Based on this mode of operation, we derive in
Section III the statistics of the combined SNR in the form
of finite integrations of elementary functions. These results
are next applied in Section IV to the performance analysis of
the proposed system. This section also illustrates the tradeoff
of complexity versus performance by considering the SHO
overhead of our proposed scheme. Finally, Section V provides
some concluding remarks.
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II. FINGER REPLACEMENT-BASED RAKE COMBINING

A. Channel and System Model

Let γi denote the instantaneous received SNR of the ith
resolvable path, i = 1, 2, · · · , L+La. We assume that the sig-
nals from all the resolvable paths experience independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading environments.
Under a block fading assumption, the fading channel gain of
each path is assumed to be constant over one time slot and
vary independently from one slot to the next. As such, the
faded SNR, γi, follows the same exponential distribution, with
common PDF and CDF given as [1, Eq. (6.5)]

fγ(x) =
1
γ

exp
(
−x

γ

)
, x ≥ 0 (1)

and

Fγ(x) = 1 − exp
(
−x

γ

)
, x ≥ 0, (2)

respectively, where γ is the common average faded SNR.
Next, we consider systems that employ a RAKE receiver.

More specifically, we assume that, in the SHO region, there
are L available resolvable paths from the serving BS and La

additional available paths from the target BS, and depending
on the channel conditions only Lc paths among L or L +
La (La ≤ Lc ≤ L) paths are used for RAKE reception
according to the mode of operation described in the next
section.

B. Mode of Operation

Without loss of generality, we assume that at first the
receiver relies only on L resolvable paths gathered from the
serving BS and as such starts with Lc/L-GSC. At the begin-
ning of every time slot, the receiver compares the received
SNR, ΓLc:L, with a certain target SNR, denoted by γT , where
Γi:j is the sum of the i largest SNRs among j ones, i.e.,
Γi:j =

∑i
k=1 γk:j where γk:j is the kth order statistics (see [4]

for terminology). If ΓLc:L is greater than or equal to γT , a one-
way SHO1 is used and no finger replacement is needed. On
the other hand, whenever ΓLc:L falls below γT , a two-way
SHO2 is attempted. In this case, the RAKE receiver compares
the sums of two groups, the sum of the currently connected La

smallest paths,
∑Lc

i=Lc−La+1 γi:L, from the serving BS and the
sum of the La additional paths,

∑La

i=1 γi, from the target BS.
Then, the receiver replaces the La smallest paths which are
currently used with the best group. Note that no replacement
occurs if the sum of the La additional paths from the target
BS is less than the sum of the La weakest paths from the
serving BS.

For simplicity, if we let

Y =
Lc−La∑

i=1

γi:L, (3)

1One-way SHO refers to the scenario in which the mobile unit is connected
only to the serving BS while being in the SHO region.

2Two-way SHO refers to the scenario in which the mobile unit is connected
to the serving and the target BSs while being in the SHO region.

Z =
Lc∑

i=Lc−La+1

γi:L, (4)

and

W =
L+La∑
i=L+1

γi, (5)

then, based on the above mode of operation, the final combined
SNR, γt, is given by

γt =

{
Y + max{Z, W}, 0 ≤ Y + Z < γT ;
Y + Z, Y + Z ≥ γT .

(6)

III. STATISTICS OF THE COMBINED SNR

In this section, we derive the statistics of the combined
SNR of the proposed scheme. In order to do that, we need to
consider the joint PDF of two adjacent partial sums of order
statistics. Hence, first we provide an analytical framework for
the joint PDF of two partial sums of order statistics which is
later on used for the statistics of the combined SNR.

Because of space limitations, we only present in this paper
some of the final results. The specific details behind the
derivations can be found in the journal version [14].

A. CDF

From (6), the CDF of γt, Fγt(x), can be written as

Fγt(x) (7)

=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Pr [Y + max{Z, W} < x] , 0 ≤ x < γT ;
Pr [γT ≤ Y + Z < x]
+ Pr[Y + max{Z, W} < x, Y + Z < γT ], x ≥ γT .

If we let l = Lc − La and k = Lc, then the order statistics
of L resolvable paths can be viewed as

A= l−1
i=1 γi:L︷ ︸︸ ︷

γ1:L, · · · , γl−1:L, γl:L︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y = l

i=1 γi:L

,

B= k−1
i=l+1 γi:L︷ ︸︸ ︷

γl+1:L, · · · , γk−1:L, γk:L︸ ︷︷ ︸
Z= k

i=l+1 γi:L

, · · · , γL:L.

(8)
We can obtain a closed-form expression for the joint PDF,
fA,γl:L,B,γk:L(a, α, b, β), for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels as

fA,γl:L,B,γk:L(a, α, b, β) (9)

=
L!e−(a+α+b+β)/γ(1 − e−β/γ)L−k[a − (l − 1)α]l−2

(L − k)!(k − l − 1)!(k − l − 2)!(l − 1)!(l − 2)!γk

×
k−l−1∑

j=0

(
k − l − 1

j

)
(−1)j [b − β(k − l − j − 1)

−αj]k−l−2U(α)U(α − β)U(a − (l − 1)α)
×U(b − β(k − l − j − 1) − αj),

0 < (k − l − 1)β < b < (k − l − 1)α.

Since Y = A + γl:L and Z = B + γk:L, we can obtain the
joint pdf of Y and Z , fY,Z(y, z), from (9) by integrating out
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γl:L and γk:L as

fY,Z(y, z) (10)

=
∫ z

k−l

0

∫ y
l

z
k−l

fA,γl:L,B,γk:L(y − α, α, z − β, β)dαdβ,

y >
l

k − l
z.

Note that (10) involves only finite integrations of elementary
functions. Therefore, even though a closed-form expression is
tedious to obtain, this joint probability can be easily calculated
with mathematical software, such as Mathematica.

B. PDF

With the help of Leibnitz’s rule [15, Eq. (6.40)] and the
differentiation (7) with respect to x, we can obtain after some
manipulations the following generic expression for the PDF
of the combined SNR, γt, as

fγt(x) (11)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

∫ x

0 (fY,Z(y, x − y)FW (x − y)
+fW (x − y)

∫ x−y

0
fY,Z(y, z)dz)dy, 0 ≤ x < γT ;

fY +Z(x) +
∫ γT

0 (fW (x − y)
× ∫ γT −y

0 fY,Z(y, z)dz)dy, x ≥ γT ,

where fY,Z(·, ·) is defined in (10), FW (·) and fW (·) are the
CDF and the PDF of La-fold MRC output SNR [1, Eqs.
(6.25)(6.23)], respectively, and fY +Z(·) is the PDF of Lc/L-
GSC [16, Eq. (9.433)].

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we apply the results from the previous
section to the performance analysis of our proposed combining
scheme over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. More specifically,
by presenting some selected numerical examples, we first
examine its average bit error rate (BER). We then look into
the SHO overhead it requires.

A. Average BER Comparison

The average bit error rate can be calculated by finding the
expected value of the conditional probability of error.

In Fig. 1, we plot the average BER of BPSK versus the
average SNR per path, γ, of the proposed scheme for various
values of Lc over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels when L =
5, La = 1, and γT = 5 dB. It is clear from this figure
that better performance can be obtained by increasing the
number of fingers at the receiver. Also we can observe the
typical diminishing returns effect of diversity systems, i.e., the
improvement in performance is decreasing as Lc increases.

Next, we consider in Figs. 2 and 3 the effect of the switching
threshold on the performance. Fig. 2 represents the average
BER of BPSK versus the average SNR per path, γ, of the
proposed scheme for various values of γT over i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading channels when L = 5, Lc = 3, and La = 2. From
this figure, it is clear that the higher the threshold, the better
the performance, as we expect intuitively. However, in good
channel conditions (i.e., γ is relatively large compared to

γT ), our scheme becomes insensitive to variations in γT .
This is because when γ becomes larger, the combined SNR
is typically large enough in a way that it does not need to
rely on the additional paths from the target BS. For a better
understanding of this issue, we vary in Fig. 3 the number
of replacement paths, La, with two values of γT . When
the threshold is set high, the performance improves as La

increases while in the case of the low threshold the increase
of the number of replacement paths, La, does not improve the
performance since in this case no replacement is needed.

We now compare our scheme with the alternative re-
placement scheme which was considered in the companion
paper [13]. For convenience sake, we call our scheme as a
block change scheme and the scheme in [13] as a full GSC
scheme. Recall that in the full GSC scheme, instead of the
block change, the largest Lc paths are selected among L+La

ones. It is clear that the full GSC is expected to provide better
performance than the block change scheme. However, in the
block change scheme considered in this paper, we can reduce
the load induced by a full reordering process of all the paths
at a slight of sacrifice in performance. Note that both schemes
require the same number of path estimations.

In Fig. 4, we show the average BER of BPSK versus the
average SNR per path, γ, of the block change scheme and
the full GSC scheme for the different values of γT over i.i.d.
Rayleigh fading channels when L = 4, Lc = 3, and La = 2.
When the switching threshold is small, both schemes have
almost the same performance since the additional paths are not
necessary. On the other hand, in the case of large threshold
values, the full GSC scheme shows better performance, as
expected. For the better illustration of the comparison, in Fig. 5
we plot the average BER of BPSK versus the normalized
output threshold, γT /γ, of the block change scheme and the
full GSC scheme for different values of La over i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading channels when L = 4, Lc = 3, and γ = 0 dB. As we
can see, the performance improves as the ratio of the switching
threshold to the average SNR per path increases. Note that both
schemes shows the same performance when La = 1, while the
full GSC has more benefits from the additional paths when
La = 2.

B. SHO Overhead

In this section, we investigate the probability of the SHO
attempt and the SHO overhead. In our proposed scheme,
the SHO is attempted whenever ΓLc:L is below γT . Hence,
the probability of the SHO attempt is same as the outage
probability of Lc/L-GSC evaluated at γT , i.e., FΓLc :L(γT ).
The SHO overhead, denoted by β, is commonly used to
quantify the SHO activity in a network and is defined as [17,
Eq. (9.2)]

β =
N∑

n=1

nPn − 1, (12)

where N is the number of active BSs and Pn is the average
probability that the mobile unit uses n-way SHO. Based on the
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mode of operation in Section II-B, P1 and P2 can be defined
as

P1 = Pr [Y + Z ≥ γT ] + Pr [Y + Z < γT , Z ≥ W ] , (13)

and

P2 = Pr [Y + Z < γT , Z < W ] . (14)

Substituting (13) and (14) into (12), we can express the SHO
overhead, β, as

β = P1 + 2P2 − 1 (15)

= FY +Z(γT ) Pr [Z < W |Y + Z < γT ] .

Note that FY +Z(γT ) is the CDF of Lc/L-GSC output
SNR [16, Eq. (9.440)] evaluated at γT . Since W is indepen-
dent to Z and Y , we can calculate the conditional probability,
Pr[Z < W |Y + Z < γT ], as

Pr [Z < W |Y + Z < γT ] (16)

=
∫ ∞

0

FZ|Y +Z<γT
(x)fW (x)dx.

The conditional CDF in (16) can be written as

FZ|Y +Z<γT
(x) (17)

=
Pr [Z < x, Y + Z < γT ]

Pr [Y + Z < γT ]

=
1

FY +Z(γT )
×{∫ x

0

∫ γT −z

lz/(k−l)
fY,Z(y, z)dydz, 0 ≤ x < k−l

k γT ;∫ (k−l)γT /k

0

∫ γT −z

lz/(k−l)
fY,Z(y, z)dydz, x ≥ k−l

k γT ,

where fY,Z(y, z) can be obtained from (10). After successive
substitutions from (17) to (15), we can finally obtain the SHO
overhead. Fig. 6 shows the SHO overhead versus the output
threshold, γT , of the proposed scheme for various values of
La over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels when L = 4, Lc = 3,
and γ = 0 dB. For comparison purpose, the SHO overhead
of the full GSC [13, Section IV-C] with the same parameters
are plotted. Simulation results are also presented to verify our
analysis. As one may expect, both schemes have the same
SHO overhead when La = 1. Overall, our proposed scheme
can reduce the SHO overhead considerably. It is also very
interesting to note from this figure that unlike to the full GSC
scheme, our proposed scheme has a higher chance to use 2-
way SHO as the number of additional paths from the target
BS decreases. From this figure together with Fig. 5, we can
see the SHO overhead reduction of our proposed scheme.
For example, for La = 2 if the required threshold is 6 dB
above γ, our scheme shows around 42% of the maximum SHO
overhead (in comparison with 55% for the full GSC scheme)
while achieving the minimum error rate performance for our
chosen set of parameters.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new finger replacement scheme
for RAKE reception in the SHO region. In this scheme, the
receiver checks the GSC output SNR from the serving BS
against the pre-determined output threshold. If the output
SNR is below the threshold, the receiver compares the sum
of the weakest paths from the serving BS with the sum
of the resolvable paths from the target BS and select the
better one. By deriving the joint PDF of two partial sums of
order statistics, we provided an analytical framework for the
statistics of the output SNR of the proposed scheme, based
on which we carried out the performance analysis of the
resulting systems. By investigating the tradeoff between the
error performance and the SHO overhead, we showed through
numerical examples that the new scheme can save the SHO
overhead load considerably.
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Fig. 1. Average BER of BPSK versus the average SNR per path, γ, of the
proposed scheme for various values of Lc over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels
when L = 5, La = 1, and γT = 5 dB.
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Fig. 2. Average BER of BPSK versus the average SNR per path, γ, of the
proposed scheme for various values of γT over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels
when L = 5, Lc = 3, and La = 2.
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Fig. 3. Average BER of BPSK versus the average SNR per path, γ, of the
proposed scheme for various values of La and γT over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
channels when L = 5 and Lc = 4.
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